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This report arises from the Innovative Partnership for Action Against Cancer Joint Action, which has received funding from the European Union through the Consumers, Health, Agriculture and Food Executive Agency of the European Commission, in the framework of the Health Programme 2014-2020. The European Commission is not responsible for the content of this report. The sole responsibility for the report lies with the authors, and the Consumers, Health, Agriculture and Food Executive Agency is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained herein. The authors are not responsible for any further and future use of the report by third parties and third-party translations.
1 Basic facts about cancer prevention

Prevention is the most cost-effective long-term strategy for cancer control. About 4 in 10 cancer cases can be preventable. Tobacco smoking is the most preventable cause of cancer. After tobacco, alcohol is one of the leading risk factors of premature mortality. In addition to alcohol, excessive body weight, lack of physical activity and unhealthy diet (low fibre, high processed meat) are important contributors to the cancer burden in Europe.

The strong scientific evidence on risk factors and on the potential of prevention has grown, also numerous national and international evidence-based guidelines and strategies have been launched. But with the understanding of common behavioural risk factors many of the guidelines and strategies deal more generally with integrated prevention of noncommunicable diseases. Since the prevention of noncommunicable diseases deals with influencing health related lifestyles and environment, the task of prevention goes far beyond health services. In addition, strong economic interests and commercial environments define our lifestyles (1).

Health at a Glance: Europe report series is published every other year. In December 2021 new country profiles were published. In the European Union, there is diversity between Member States in prevention. In general, investing in prevention within health systems is very low, with an EU average is around 2%. The newest data also confirms that in many countries COVID-19 disrupted preventive services and access to primary care (2).
Example 1. Possibilities of preventing cancers (France) and comparison of effective tobacco control policies in Europe

SOURCES:
2 Improving prevention – social dimensions

Three levels of cancer prevention:

- Primary prevention aims to reduce the incidence of disease by personal and population efforts.
- Secondary prevention aims at early detection at a stage when curative treatment is still possible.
- Tertiary prevention means long-term focus in the use of treatment and rehabilitation to improve health of those affected by cancer. (3)

Health promotion:

- Health promotion is the process of enabling people to increase control over, and to improve their health. Health promotion represents a comprehensive social and political process. (4)

2.1 Interventions to reduce human exposure to known cancer hazards

Interventions refer to any action aimed at reducing the incidence of cancer in humans. Primary prevention interventions include increasing human exposure to known cancer preventive agents, reducing human exposure to known cancer hazards, providing means to reduce the effects of exposure to cancer hazards, or otherwise intervening on human pathological states that cause cancer. Examples of interventions: regulating exposure to carcinogens, vaccinating against cancer-causing infections, modifying the environment (e.g. planting trees or constructing shade structures in areas of high ambient levels of solar ultraviolet radiation), or promoting personal or societal action to increase the prevalence of healthy lifestyles.
Primary preventive interventions can be applied across a continuum of:

1. the general population (often circumscribed by age and sex);
2. subgroups with particular predisposing host characteristics, such as genetic susceptibility, precursor lesions, or particular diseases other than cancer, or with high exposure to environmental, occupational, or behavioural risk factors; and
3. people with a history of cancer who are at high risk of a further primary cancer

2.2 Public health policies are collective societal activities

Public policies are societal and complex activities. For instance population-based screening programmes to reduce cervical cancer are public health measures, not just a screening test but a chain of actions including political commitment to start a screening programme. Screening programme also requires societal support and legislative measures to succeed.

By definition, public health is the organized activity of society to promote, protect, improve, and – when necessary – restore the health of individuals, specified groups, or the entire population. It is a combination of sciences, skills and values that function through collective societal activities and involve programmes, services and institutions aimed at protecting and improving the health of all people. (4, 5)
3 What works in cancer prevention?

3.1 Evidence-based messages about preventing cancer

The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has in 2021 published recommendations for sustainability and monitoring of the European Code Against Cancer (ECAC). It includes seven recommendations for future edition of the code and four recommendations on research (6).

Example 2. Recommendations about updating the European Code Against Cancer

Recommendation 1: individual and population-level measures

Recommendation 2:
- mapping and prioritization plan
- assess/translate/evaluate impact
- governance structure

Recommendation 3: multidisciplinary approach (cancer-specific + NCDs preventive messages)

Recommendation 4: cancer prevention “EU toolbox”

Recommendation 5: several target groups (including health professionals & policy-makers)

Recommendation 6:
- periodic update
- high-quality process
- centralized inter-institutional governance

Recommendation 7: Dissemination Action Plan

Recommendation 8: intersectoral partnerships

Source: Dr Carolina Espina’s presentation at the iPAAC final conference, 13 December 2021. (6)
3.2 Innovations from new ideas to everyday inventions

Both innovations in medicine and public health policies improve cancer prevention and health promotion, ideally supporting each other.

Social innovations can be entirely new ideas, emerging social practices like sharing online opinions, experiences, photos or peer-to-peer advice (7). They can also be everyday inventions that are improving existing practices (8), for instance how to keep appointments and take medicines.

Taking an example from cervical cancer screening, innovative prevention has occurred twice in the 20th century: the diagnostic value of pap smear tests and the development of vaccines to prevent certain types of Human Papilloma Virus (HPV). Both can prevent cervical cancer entirely. But in order to succeed in its eradication, social innovations are needed.

There are at least three different levels in innovations:

- goods, equipment, tests or services
- process innovation
- applicability according to specific criteria of the process

These innovations might stay local unless mapped and distributed across borders. With their social context, some social innovations are not easily transferable, even if they are necessary for implementation.

New, emerging practices like food circles or community gardening could introduce more healthy diets. Citizen engagement, collaborative or co-creational practices and patient reported outcome measures are examples of social innovations aiming towards more patient-centric approaches (9).
3.3 Public sector takes Health in all policies approach

Example 3. The Europe’s Beating Cancer Plan takes Health in all policies approach to cancer prevention and policies on tobacco, alcohol, nutrition and physical activity, and environmental protection. Creating the Plan has involved negotiations between the various Directorates. (10)

Common aspect of addressing important lifestyle determinants through structural means, typically requiring intersectoral negotiations so as to include health aspects in the decisions

- availability
  - for tobacco restrictions on entering the market, restrictions on selling including sales licensing, restrictions on age, restrictions in places of use.
  - for nutrition availability of healthy foods in public catering
- price
  - higher taxation for harmful products (tobacco products, alcohol, sugar etc) and lower taxes/subsidies for healthy
- quality
  - regulations on ingredients, production and preservation
- information including marketing and labelling
  - for tobacco and nicotine products restrictions on marketing and advertisement, packaging, mandatory health warnings, visibility of products in shops
  - for alcohol mandatory information on the carcinogenic nature of alcohol, on energy contents and nutritional qualities, and restricting marketing.
  - for nutrition mandatory lists of ingredients, regulations on health claims, marketing ban on fast food for children, information to facilitate evaluating the nutritional value

SOURCE
Dr Eeva Ollila (2021): Health in All Policies in cancer prevention, iPAAC report Cancer prevention in the 2020s
3.4 Best buys

The World Health Organization has identified so-called best buys in preventing non-communicable diseases. They are effective interventions that are suitable to interventions globally. These best buys are also applicable as cancer control recommendations.

Reducing tobacco use

- Increase excise taxes and prices on tobacco products
- Implement plain/standardized packaging and/or large graphic health warnings on all tobacco packages
- Enact and enforce comprehensive bans on tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship
- Eliminate exposure to second-hand tobacco smoke in all indoor workplaces, public places, public transport
- Implement effective mass media campaigns that educate the public about the harms of smoking/tobacco use and secondhand smoke

Reducing alcohol use

- Increase excise taxes on alcoholic beverages
- Enact and enforce bans or comprehensive restrictions on exposure to alcohol advertising (across multiple types of media)
- Enact and enforce restrictions on the physical availability of retailed alcohol (via reduced hours of sale)

Reducing unhealthy diet

- Reduce salt intake through the reformulation of food products to contain less salt and the setting of target levels for the amount of salt in foods and meals
- Reduce salt intake through the establishment of a supportive environment in public institutions such as hospitals, schools, workplaces and nursing homes, to enable lower sodium options to be provided
- Reduce salt intake through a behaviour change communication and mass media campaign

Reducing physical inactivity

- Implement community wide public education and awareness campaign for physical activity which includes a mass media campaign combined with other community-based education, motivational and environmental programmes aimed at supporting behavioural change of physical activity levels (11)
3.5 Towards environmentally healthy policies

Example 4. Nutrition policies are a good example of combining policy options to promote both the health of people and the planet.

SOURCE

3.6 Integration of guidelines and action plans – tackling inequalities

Currently, there are several public health policy initiatives of cancer and cancer control in the European Union. Integrating the guidelines and action plans in cancer control is ongoing. This is especially important when addressing, for instance, social inequalities and vulnerable populations. Synergies with several initiatives of the Europe’s Beating Cancer Plan and Cancer Mission are in use and included in the implementation plans.

The European Union has numerous commitments in global health policy. This is the case with the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control, Sustainable Development Goals and global efforts to reduce the burden of noncommunicable diseases which are some of the most important frames for integration.
4 Summary

1. Europe´s Beating Cancer Plan – Health in All Policies
   - Systemic change of our society
   - Provide truthful information, improve health literacy
   - Equity: even though individual behaviours define most of the (preventable) cancer risk, the whole society support is needed to make the healthy choices easy and possible

2. Tobacco and alcohol policies are cornerstones of cancer prevention
   - FCTC > tobacco free Europe – similar approach needed for alcohol
   - Obesity is an increasing challenge

3. Cancer prevention has synergies with the prevention of other NCDs
   - Tobacco - alcohol - physical activity - diet

4. Sustainable development goals
   - Ecological approach > health of the people goes hand in hand with the health of the planet

5. Research
   - Prevention of cancer and other NCDs can be based only on good science

SOURCE
Dr Pekka Jousilahti in the final conference of iPAAC 13 December 2021.
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